
Tasmanian Tiger - The 2022 Program 

For the 2022 season, Tasmanian Tiger is presenting a modular "soft" load carrier for 

various applications. In addition, the collection will be expanded with three mission 

backpacks and flexible-use daypacks. A padded, modular insert for backpacks, two 

new shoulder bags and various special tactical bags complete the new program. 

"Soft" Load Carrier With Complementary Modules 

The TT Base Carrier features a high-performance backpack carrying system with a three-

dimensionally shaped, removable hip belt. The carrier platform features a MOLLE system as 

well as numerous loops for attachment, The TT Base Carrier Flap and the TT Front Side 

Pouch 16 Set are available as perfectly fitting supplementary modules. In addition, the 

carrier platform can be supplemented with the large TT Base Carrier Pack to create a full-

fledged backpack (55l). 

New Mission Backpacks 

The TT Mil Ops Pack 80+24 with its high-performance V2 carrying system is designed to 

carry heavy loads. The toploader offers a separate bottom compartment, side pockets, a 

height-adjustable lid with lid compartment and a MOLLE system on the front and sides. 

The rugged daypack TT Mil Ops Pack 30 has a MOLLE system as well as bungee cord on 

the front, and it features side pockets and a lid with lid compartment. The backpack can be 

reduced in volume using the compression straps. The waist belt is removable. 

Tasmanian Tiger introduces, with the TT Base Pack 52, a customizable basic mission 

backpack that can be used for many scenarios. It has a volume of 52 liters and is 

expandable to 65 liters. The lid and hip belt can be removed. Due to a roll closure (snow 

guard) the backpack can be used without any restrictions even without the lid. 



 

 

Daypacks For Different Applications 

The TT Sentinel is made for carrying light or bulky gear. It is available in 28 or 40 liter 

capacities. The daypack features two full wrap-around compression straps and a zippered 

roll-top closure with two locking positions. A MOLLE hook-and-loop panel inside allows for 

customization and organization with accessory pouches. 

The sleek, understated TT Companion with Thermo Mold Back System offers 30 liters of 

volume. The toploader has a large MOLLE hook-and-loop panel inside for individual 

customization, and the pack can be reduced in volume with internal compression straps. The 

main compartment is lockable. The backpack also has the option of fixing a waist belt. 

Padded Insert With Flexible Dividers 

The TT Multipurpose Equipment Insert is used to transport sensitive electronics, for 

example camera equipment. It is designed as an inner bag for backpacks, for example, the 

TT Modular Pack 45, but can also be used separately. In addition to flexible dividers, it 

features transparent mesh interior compartments and an organizer. It offers both a full 

perimeter zipper and top access. The front cover can be removed. 

Versatile Shoulder Bags 

The all-around padded TT Modular Equipment Case is a versatile shoulder bag - it can 

serve i. e. as a gun bag, a gear bag or a camera bag. On the inside it is lined with a large 

MOLLE hook-and-loop panel and it features flexible-use, padded dividers. The separate, 

width-adjustable laptop compartment can also be used as a weapons compartment. The lid 

flap is secured with hook-and-loop and quick-release fasteners, and an extra zipper allows 

access from the top. 

The TT Shoulder Bag scores with a civilian look and compressible volume. It has two 

lockable main compartments, one of which is padded, and a flat zippered front pocket. In 

both main compartments are MOLLE hook-and-loop panels for individual customization. The 

bag can be compressed using the buckles attached to the outside. 


